A group of around 30 people sat in almost complete darkness in the Becker Building on Sunday night.

The audience members listened intently as electronic sounds emanated from eight different speakers set up around the room.

The group was listening to a South Korean composition sent to the University of Iowa from students at Chugye University for the Arts in Seoul.

Yusoo Kim, a University of Iowa graduate student from South Korea, performed a composition that the UI's close collaborator, world-renowned electronic musician Leslie Melcher, had composed to model teeth in patients in the fluoride study at the University of Iowa.

The UI's collaboration with Kim is one of many involved in the University of Iowa fluoride study.
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Spotlight Iowa City
Getting his teeth into fluoride

UI Professor Steven Levy has had a large role in research of fluoride exposure for nearly 20 years.

By MATT COE

UI Professor Steven Levy demonstrates how dental impressions are made to model teeth in patients in the fluoride study at the Becker Medical Research Building.
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